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PAYING FOR GROWTH
Andrew Reeves

A

coalition of ratepayers
and environmental
groups near Lake Simcoe
is calling on Queen’s Park to
develop a plan for cleaning up
and protecting the polluted
lake at a cost of more than $37
million, all of which they believe
should be paid for through
development charges.
Cleaning Up Lake Simcoe:
A Discussion Paper from Lake
Simcoe Watch highlights
the impacts that phosphorus
pollution is having on water
quality and the lake’s coldwater fishery. Phosphorus from
agricultural fertilizer and from
human waste in municipal
sewage systems accounts for
64 per cent of all phosphorus
entering Lake Simcoe, leading to
algal blooms that choke the lake
of oxygen.
“It’s not right to sacrifice
the health of Lake Simcoe
to increase the development
industry’s profits,” Jack
Gibbons, chair of Lake Simcoe
Watch, told NRU. “We’re saying
that development charges

should be raised so that the
development industry pays
the full cost of achieving the
reductions we need to protect
Lake Simcoe.”
The report argues that local
municipalities received more
than $816 million in fees in
2018 collected through the
Development Charges Act. This
legislation allows municipalities
to levy fees on developers to
help pay for growth-related
capital projects. According to
Gibbons’ estimation, requiring
growth to pay for growth in the
Lake Simcoe watershed would
raise development charges by
roughly 4.5 per cent. This could
be accomplished, he writes,
by amending the Development
Charges Act to allow Queen’s
Park and local municipalities to
levy charges against residential
and commercial property
developers to specifically recoup
the entire cost of cleaning up
and protecting the 744-square
kilometre lake.
“I think the vast majority
of people in the Lake Simcoe

watershed would believe that
[increasing development
charges] makes sense,” Gibbons
said. “There’s no reason why
existing residents and businesses

of Lake Simcoe should have
their municipal property taxes
raised every year to subsidize
the development industry.”
CONTINUED PAGE

The Lake Simcoe watershed sweeps across 3,400 square kilometres and 20
municipal borders, from the Oak Ridges Moraine in the south to the Oro Moraine
in the north, through York and Durham regions, Simcoe County and the cities of
Kawartha Lakes, Barrie and Orillia. The lake itself covers 20 percent of the area
and provides a source of safe drinking water to seven municipalities.
SOURCE: LAKE SIMCOE REGION CONSERVATION AUTHORITY
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Brampton Committee of
Council, 9:30 a.m.
Georgina Council, 7:00 p.m.
Mississauga Council, 9:30 a.m.
Richmond Hill Council Public
Meeting, 7:30 p.m.
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Ajax General Government
Committee, 1:00 p.m.
Brampton Planning &
Development Committee, 7:00 p.m.
Clarington General Government
Committee, 9:30 a.m.
Halton Hills Council, 6:00 p.m.
King Council/Committee of the
Whole, 6:00 p.m.
Markham Development Services
Committee, 9:30 a.m.
Mississauga Planning &
Development Committee, 6:00 p.m.
Oakville Planning &
Development Council, 7:00 p.m.
Oshawa Council, 9:30 a.m.
Scugog Planning & Community
Affairs Committee, 6:30 p.m.
Uxbridge Council, 10:00 a.m.
Vaughan Committee of the
Whole, 1:00 p.m.
Whitby Council, 7:00 p.m.

10 Aurora Public Planning
Committee, 7:00 p.m.
Burlington Community
Planning Regulation & Mobility
Committee, 9:30 a.m.
Markham Council, 1:00 p.m.
11 Brampton Council, 9:30 a.m.
Durham Region Committee of
the Whole, 9:30 a.m.
Halton Region Council
Workshop/Meeting, 9:30 a.m.

Rob Jowett

T

he Town of Aurora
has adopted a new
transportation master plan
to guide the next decade of
mobility planning as the town
looks to reduce traffic congestion
and promote modal shifts away
from cars.
At its meeting February 25,
Aurora council adopted the new
plan, which lays out a series
of recommendations for how
the town can improve transit,
provide more transportation
infrastructure like bike lanes,
improve existing infrastructure,
and align development
with transportation. The
recommendations were adopted
in principle, meaning that more
specific decisions around what
can be implemented and where
it will be implemented will
need to be made during budget
decisions, starting in 2021.
“There will be some traffic
issues within our town as we
begin to grow and so, we need
to resolve those issues,” mayor

Tom Mrakas told NRU. “We’re
finding a lot of our roads
have become more and more
congested. And so, you have to
find a way for how you’re able
to move through… whether
that’s getting people off the
road or developing a better
[transportation] network.”
The recommendations, which
consider the transformation of
the transportation system for
the next decade, include safety
reviews for major intersections,
discouraging traffic diversion
onto local streets, building
new sidewalks and cycling
infrastructure, and improving
parking at the GO station and
other major areas with high car
use. It also recommends finding
transit-oriented development
opportunities to support growth
and improving transportation
planning by doing things such
as consolidating parking lots for
more efficient use of space and
to allow for development.
“The town will encourage
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developments around the Aurora
GO Station area [which] will be
addressed in the Official Plan
Update,” Aurora transportation
analyst Michael Bat told NRU.
The master plan also includes
a recommendation for a road
diet on Yonge Street which was
not approved by council, but
was referred back to planning
staff for further information.
The diet would see the four-lane
road reduced to three, with the
centre lane dedicated for turning
and the extra space along either
side of the road made available
for bike lanes or other uses.
Mrakas says he does not oppose
the idea but wants to see more
information about what the
effects of narrowing vehicular
lanes on Yonge Street would be
and what other potential options
there might be for the street.
“We want to get some more
details as far as what would
happen if a bus stopped and it’s
only one lane,” says Mrakas. “We
CONTINUED PAGE
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GREEN COLLABORATION
Andrew Reeves

T

he Greenbelt Foundation
is expanding to assume
control of the Oak
Ridges Moraine Foundation,
a move that will help both
organizations address shared
concerns facing protected
areas in the province from the
effects of rapidly increasing
populations in southern
Ontario and climate change.
Announced in late
February during a ceremony
at Queen’s Park celebrating the
Greenbelt’s 15th anniversary,
the new partnership was touted
as a way for both groups to
achieve more together to
conserve and share stewardship
over two large swaths of green
space in the most populated
region in Canada.
“I think there’s always
been a kind of awareness
and a sense of coordination
between the organizations,
particularly in recent years,”
Edward McDonnell, CEO
of the Greenbelt Foundation,
told NRU. As the Oak Ridges
Moraine Foundation became
less active in recent years,
the Greenbelt Foundation
increased its focus on the
Moraine as a way to protect a
key drinking water source for
millions in the Greater Toronto
and Hamilton Area.
“I think that set the stage
for what’s occurred recently,
which was more formal
W E DNE SDAY, M A RCH 4 , 2 0 2 0

conversations about, ‘Does
it make sense at this stage
to actually bring the two
organizations together?’”
McDonnell said. After
discussing the issue with his
board of directors and a wider
stakeholder community it was
determined the move could
benefit both organizations.

The new partnership will
see the Oak Ridges Moraine
Foundation retain its legal
identity, though it will be
folded into the larger work
undertaken by the Greenbelt
Foundation. A member of
the Oak Ridges Moraine
Foundation will be added to
the board of the Greenbelt

Foundation, and a new Oak
Ridges Moraine committee
will be created specifically to
oversee conservation issues
unique to the Moraine.
“We believe that the Oak
Ridges Moraine Foundation,
with some new support and
effort, can really connect
with a broader community of
people who love the Moraine,”
McDonnell said. “And we
think that those historic
CONTINUED PAGE
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Map of the Greenbelt Plan 2017
showing the Greenbelt Area (outlined
in dark green). The Greenbelt
Foundation is expanding to assume
control of the Oak Ridges Moraine
Foundation.
SOURCE: GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO

Map of the Oak Ridges Moraine
conservation area divided into 10
municipal sections.
SOURCE: GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO
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relationships can be better
realized in this partnership.
That’s one of the reasons we’re
keeping it as a separate legal
entity. We want to explore how
we can best seek investment
for work on the Moraine and
related to the Moraine, and
also undertake work under
the auspices of the Oak Ridges
Moraine Foundation in
partnership with the Greenbelt
Foundation.”
“I think what really helped
us move forward is that the

W E DNE SDAY, M A RCH 4 , 2 0 2 0

Moraine has always been
geographically encompassed
within the Greenbelt,” Rob
Messervey, interim board chair
of the Oak Ridges Moraine
Foundation, told NRU. There
was also an opportunity within
the Greenbelt Foundation
model to kickstart some of the
outreach and research activities
that the Moraine foundation
had previously engaged in but
had slowed in recent years.
“The Greenbelt Foundation,
in its model of governance

and shared interest with the
Moraine, was a really good
fit,” Messervey said. “We didn’t
really see too many other
viable options.”
The move gives the Oak
Ridges Moraine Foundation a
more solid footing to ensure
that routine tasks like board
oversight and legal and
financial support are properly
handled. “Moraine committee
members can now focus on
activities and programs and
outreach, as opposed to dealing
with regular administrative
matters,” Messervey said.
“Over the last couple of years,
the Moraine foundation just
hasn’t had the capacity to
deal with a lot of these basic
requirements.”

The Oak Ridges Moraine
Foundation was first
established by Premier Mike
Harris in 2002 as a nonregulatory governing body
with $15 million in funding to
support outreach programs,
land acquisition, and trail
maintenance. Stretching 160
kilometres from the Niagara
Escarpment east to the Trent
River, the Moraine is a glacial
ridge of land formed 15,000
years ago. Today, it’s a rolling
landscape of wetlands, forests,
and sandy plains.
The Greenbelt, created
by Premier Dalton
McGuinty’s government in
2005, was designated from
CONTINUED PAGE
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lands surrounding the Oak
Ridges Moraine. Stretching
from Niagara Falls north
to Tobermory and east to
Brighton, it protects more than
two million acres of greenspace
and farmland, land that
supports more than 161,000
jobs and $9.1 billion in annual
economic activity.
Currently, the most
pressing challenges facing both
the Greenbelt and the Moraine
come from population growth
and protecting ground and

surface water sources. Both
of these threats to the health
of the landscape and the
people who rely on it will
be exacerbated by climate
change, McDonnell said.
His organization’s primary
challenge is to make sure
they are responding to the
contemporary needs of
the region for clean water,
recreational space, and local
food. “How do we make the
most of these two incredible
landscapes and the agricultural

land that we have in the
Greenbelt?”
Guiding the new
partnership for the next
five years is a set of shared
priorities which focus on
ensuring that the monitoring,
restoration, and education
programs begun under the Oak
Ridges Moraine Foundation
continue, even while the
organization as originally
envisioned does not.
McDonnell believes the
new partnership gives them
that capability. “It just gives
us an ability to connect with
communities on the Moraine
in a more direct way and to
build on the legacy of the Oak
Ridges Moraine Foundation,
which cannot and should

not be understated,” he said.
“They’ve done tremendous
work, and a lot of our
motivation was ensuring that
its legacy in the end, and the
work they’ve done, is built
upon.”

FOR SALE

PRIME RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY
CHINGUACOUSY RD & MAYFIELD RD,
BRAMPTON

•

Site area of 21.74 acres

•

Excellent access to major commuter routes
(Hurontario Street, Highway 410), and public transit
(Mount Pleasant GO Train Station, Zum)

•

Close proximity to retailers, schools and
greenspaces

•

Immediate area features active low rise
residential developments

*ARTIST’S RENDERING

CLICK FOR BROCHURE

CONTACT:
DAN ROGERS**
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
416 359 2352
dan.rogers@cushwake.com

TREVOR HENKE*
VICE PRESIDENT
416 756 5412
trevor.henke@cushwake.com

RENE SERIN*
VICE PRESIDENT
905 501 6434
rene.serin@cushwake.com

JEFF LEVER*
VICE PRESIDENT
416 359 2492
jeff.lever@cushwake.com

©2020 CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD ULC, BROKERAGE
NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IS MADE TO THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, AND SAME IS SUBMITTED SUBJECT TO ERRORS, OMISSIONS,
CHANGE OF PRICE, RENTAL OR OTHER CONDITIONS, WITHDRAWAL WITHOUT NOTICE, AND TO ANY SPECIAL LISTING CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY THE PROPERTY OWNER(S). AS APPLICABLE, WE MAKE NO
REPRESENTATION AS TO THE CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY (OR PROPERTIES) IN QUESTION. SALES REPRESENTATIVE* BROKER**
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IMPROVING LONG-TERM MOBILITY
Rob Jowett

T

he City of Markham is
requesting that Metrolinx
consider providing
more frequent rail service
along its most heavily-used
transit routes to improve
transportation in York Region
and to support growth
opportunities around its GO
stations.
At its meeting February
25, Markham council voted to
adopt regional councillor Jim
Jones’ motion proposing that
future development around
transit stations in York Region
be planned as “rail integrated
communities”—a more dense
form of transit-oriented
development. The motion
notes that these rail integrated
communities could include
district energy distribution,
central garbage collection
systems, utility corridors,
integration with advanced
technology, and vertical
farms. The motion, which
was forwarded to Premier
Doug Ford, several provincial

cabinet members, and York
Region council, is meant to be
a starting point for discussion
between the city and those
other stakeholders.
“[Rail integrated
communities are] usually highdensity mixed-use… areas
where you can walk around,
you can have easy access to
retail, to services, jobs, but
[they are] also places where you
can live—usually you know,
rental or condo developments,”
Markham development
services commissioner Arvin
Prasad told NRU. “[It] really
becomes a sustainable kind
of hub of living. And they’re
served by frequent, wellserviced rail rapid transit, bus
rapid transit… They’re also
accessible by foot, they usually
have good bicycle paths and
networks, and so forth.”
A critical part of Jones’
motion is to have Metrolinx
significantly increase service
along its lines through York
Region, especially in densely-

populated areas. The motion
recommends that a train arrive
at Markham GO stations every
three to five minutes during
peak hours and every six to12
minutes during off-peak hours.
Currently, Metrolinx does not
offer this frequency of service
anywhere on its rail network.
“My motion is to basically
repurpose the Richmond Hill,
the Stouffville, and the Barrie
[GO] line, moving it from
commuter-type service to more

subway-style service,” Jones
told the Markham general
committee at its meeting
February 18 when it considered
the motion. “Shorten the trains,
shorten the train platforms,
and [have] greater frequency.”
Jones says that his goal
would be that each line would
have over 200,000 daily
boardings by 2041. Currently,
the Stouffville and Barrie lines
have around 18,000 boardings
CONTINUED PAGE
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My motion is to basically repurpose the
Richmond Hill, the Stouffville, and the Barrie
[GO] line, moving it from commuter-type
service to more subway-style service.
		

- Ji m Jo nes
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each day, and the Richmond
Hill line has around 10,800.
Prasad says rail integrated
communities would be a good
model for several Markham
communities, such as along
Enterprise Boulevard between
Warden Avenue and Kennedy
Road, in the Langstaff Gateway
area, and around the Mount
Joy GO station. All three areas
are already being intensified
significantly, and are early
enough in the planning and
build-out stages that they could
be relatively easily changed to
accommodate Jones’ vision.
He adds that many more parts
of the city could be candidates
for this rail integrated model as
well.
Jones says that in addition
to improving planning and
mobility for these areas, it

Nature
Works!
Restoring our
Future by 2030

® Lisa Mason
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would help take pressure off
the Yonge subway extension
whenever that is built.
“With the Yonge subway
coming, it’s still… going to be
over-capacity,” says Jones. “So I
think that taking the GO lines
and trying to strategically plan
them so that you can start to
off-load [the subway]… [of
people] because they’re all
going to Union Station.”
Jones adds that he wants
to begin discussions with
the provincial government
on building rail integrated
communities in York Region
as soon as possible given the
amount of time that would be
needed to realize this vision.
He says it will likely take
Metrolinx up to 10 years to
acquire the necessary trains
for the project, but that if the

Join our one-day cross-sector conference
on nature-based solutions for rural and
urban landscapes:
• green business
• climate-smart
partnerships
natural infrastructure
• conservation finance • resilient communities

March 11, 2020, 9:00 am – 6:30 pm
at Toronto Reference Library
Register now:
caroliniancanada.ca/forum/2020

© 1986 Panda symbol WWF-World Wide Fund For Nature (also known
as World Wildlife Fund). ® “WWF” is a WWF Registered Trademark

city and region act now, they
can prepare for this change in
service and be best positioned
to maximize its potential.
Prasad says the motion
does not direct staff to
undertake any specific actions,
but that it states council’s
commitment to the concept
and is really meant to be a
starting place for discussions
with Metrolinx. He adds that
city staff have not yet had an
opportunity to discuss the
possibility with Metrolinx.
Councillor Jim Jones did not
respond to request for comment
in time for publication.

The Corporation of Norfolk County is a single tier
municipality of 64,000 located on the North Shore
of Lake Erie in Southwestern Ontario.
Norfolk County offers abundant recreational and lifestyle
opportunities with competitive salaries and excellent
benefits packages.

Norfolk County is currently accepting
resumes for the following positions:
General Manager, Planning and Development in which
we are looking for a leader to build a high-functioning, resultsoriented department, accountable for the overall management,
financial and fiscal responsibility for the administration and
operation of the Planning and Development Division.
Two Senior Planners to provide professional planning
analysis and advice on land use planning matters having
regard to the Planning Act, and other related legislation,
regulations, policy and planning principles.
For the complete job postings, visit employment
opportunities at norfolkcounty.ca/jobs/
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what we’re doing,” says Mrakas.
“Some projects out of the study,
could help not just with that
with one section, it could help
with multiple areas, and so
therefore, there’s more value
attached to it.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

referred it to the 2021 budget,
so we… hopefully, we get a lot
of that information.”
Mrakas adds that Yonge
Street could instead be built in
a fashion similar to Jarvis Street
in Toronto, which has three
lanes of traffic with the centre
lane changing direction during
the day to match traffic patterns.
Mrakas says he supports all
of the elements of the master

plan but will not fully commit
to funding it until there is a
more clear understanding of
the value of specific actions the
town can take. He says there
is no amount of money that is
too much initially, but that he
wants to ensure that any action
the town takes will provide real
value to its residents.
“It’s what the value [is]
overall to the community in

Sajecki Planning is an
urban and regional planning firm
based in Toronto and Mississauga.

We are seeking an Urban Planner
to join our growing team.
The Role: Urban planners work on a wide variety of projects
in the private and public sector. They are expected to work
collaboratively with multidisciplinary teams to advance complex
projects such as land use and growth management studies and
planning and development applications. The successful candidate
will be a diligent and self-motivated individual that is curious
about how planning decisions impact our vibrant city and region.
Responsibilities

• Preparation and coordination of
planning applications and
municipal planning documents
• Interpreting legislation,
regulations, and policies
• Project management of planning
and urban design projects
• Engaging regularly with clients
• Preparation of proposals in
response to RFQs and RFPs

Qualifications

• Master’s degree in planning and
a minimum of three years of
local planning experience
• Membership in OPPI or eligibility
to become a member
• Understanding of the planning
and development process in
Ontario
• Ability to work both
independently and in teams

For a detailed job description, and to apply, visit:
www.sajeckiplanning.com
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However, rather than clawing
back development industry
profits as Gibbons suggests,
others suggest that adding a
new development charge would
likely mean adding to the costs
borne by new homeowners.
“You’re not spreading out the
cost of Lake Simcoe’s cleanup,”
Patrick McManus, government
relations and communications
director with the Ontario
Sewer and Watermain
Construction Association,
told NRU. “You’re asking
people buying new homes
to bear a greater amount of
cost than anybody else in that
community, all of whom are
contributing to the phosphorus
problem.” He added that while
he understands the thinking
behind the proposal to increase
development charges, “it’s not
the ideal scenario.”
McManus instead favours
the creation of a stormwater
levy to tackle urban
stormwater’s 24 tonne annual
contribution to Lake Simcoe’s
phosphorus problem. Few
municipalities in the watershed
have implemented stormwater
levies. But with more severe
storms from climate change
on the rise, and the added
pressures of increasing
residential populations,
stormwater levies could
become more commonplace in
future, he believes.
W E DNE SDAY, M A RCH 4 , 2 0 2 0

A development charge
increase is only on the original
sale of a home, McManus
noted, ensuring a homeowner
who may live on the property
for just five years could end
up paying for a century of
stormwater maintenance. “If
you’re adding a stormwater
levy, everybody is paying
a small component of that
every single year. It’s really the
more appropriate and more
utilitarian approach to use.”
Another approach to
controlling phosphorus loads
entering the lake is to maintain
and enhance forest landscapes
near Lake Simcoe that anchor
phosphorus-laden soils, said
Claire Malcolmson, executive
director of Rescue Lake
Simcoe Coalition. “Having
robust and larger forests and
wetlands helps reduce the
impact of phosphorus loads
and reduces the amount of
sedimentation and sediment
runoff that occurs,” she told
NRU, keeping the lake bottom
firm and reducing the instances
of rotting vegetation fouling
beaches and other lakefront
property.
Malcolmson is in favour
of raising development
charges to pay for growth,
though she cautions that it’s
only one piece of the puzzle.
“And that’s not to say that the
policy framework in place

right now allows for growth to
pay for growth,” she said. The
more important question to
ask, Malcolmson stressed, is
whether we are planning and
approving development that’s
in accordance with the carrying
capacity of the watershed that
all residents will lean on heavily
for drinking water, recreation,
sewage control, and food. Right
now, she said, Ontario policy
is not concerned with Lake
Simcoe’s ability to handle new
residents and new stresses.
The report from Lake
Simcoe Watch was built on the
provincial government’s Lake
Simcoe Protection Plan. Passed
in 2009, it called for a cap of 44
tonnes on phosphorus entering
the watershed annually, 53
tonnes below the 97 tonnes that
currently enter the lake every
year. Reaching the 2026 target
of 44 tonnes will require an
overall drop of 55 per cent.
Despite the Lake Simcoe
Protection Plan being released
more than a decade ago,
Gibbons said that Queen’s
Park and local governments
have yet to formulate a plan or
identify the funding sources
necessary to reach the 44-tonne
goal. “Instead of phosphorus
pollution going down, it’s gone
up very significantly as a result
of the failure of the provincial
government and the Lake
Simcoe Region Conservation
Authority to develop plans and
budgets to reduce phosphorus
pollution,” he said.
But the decision to
implement a development
charge rests with

municipalities, Praveen
Senthinathan, spokesperson
for the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs and Housing, told
NRU. “The province supports
growth paying for growth
and we want to ensure that
municipalities have the
resources to provide the
important local services needed
in local communities.”
Senthinathan said the
More Homes, More Choice Act
(Bill 108) established a new
community benefits charge
authority. “When proclaimed,
the community benefits
charge authority would...
complement development
charges by providing flexibility
for municipalities to use
community benefits charges for
important community services
that are required because of
growth.”
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COMMITTEE AGENDAS
DURHAM
Bayley-Salem subdivision
proposed
At its March 2 meeting,
Ajax Community Affairs
& Planning Committee
considered a public meeting
information report regarding
applications by Bayley Salem
Developments Limited for
official plan and zoning bylaw amendments, draft plan
of subdivision, and site plan
approval for 459, 467 & 473
Porte Road and 202, 214,
230, 240 & 250 Bayley Street
East. Bayley Salem proposes
approximately 327 residential
units, including 35 standard
townhouses, 174 back-to-back
and stacked townhouses, and
118 seniors’ units in a sixstorey building.

Seaton Neighbourhood
subdivision proposed
At its March 2 meeting,
Pickering Planning &
Development Committee
considered a preliminary
report regarding rezoning
and draft plan of subdivision
applications by Seaton
TFPM Inc. for Part Lots
17-19, Concession 4, and
Part Lots 17-21, Concession
5—a total land area of 139
hectares, which represents

WE DNE S DAY, M A RCH 4 , 2 0 2 0

Neighbourhood 20 of the
Seaton Community Plan.
The applicant proposes
34 hectares of “Prestige
Employment Node” lands,
14 hectares of “Prestige
Employment General” lands,
and 10 hectares of low-density
residential lands, containing
approximately 2,197 units.

YORK
Approval recommended for
Woodbridge townhouses
At its March 3 meeting,
Vaughan Committee of
the Whole considered a
final report recommending
approval of applications by
Di Benedetto Group for
official plan and zoning by-law
amendments and draft plan of
subdivision for 1, 20 and 25
Di Benedetto Lane and 110
Simmons Street. Di Benedetto
proposes to develop the lands
with 70 townhouses to be
served by private commonelement roads.

Board of Trade Golf Course
development proposed
At its March 3 meeting,
Vaughan Committee of the
Whole considered a public
hearing information report
regarding applications by
Clubhouse Developments

Inc. for official plan and
zoning by-law amendments
and draft plan of subdivision
for 20 Lloyd Street, 241
Wycliffe Avenue and 737
& 757 Clarence Street. The
118-hectare site is currently
occupied by the Board of Trade
Golf Course.
Clubhouse proposes
constructing 475 singledetached dwellings, 124
townhouses, and two
mixed-use blocks for sixstorey apartment buildings
containing up to 616 units,
as well as dedicating a
significant amount of the site
as open space and park blocks,
with associated roads and
infrastructure uses.

H AV E A STO RY T I P O R
I D E A R E L AT E D TO YO U R
M U NI C I PA L I T Y ?
Send an email to pressrelease @nrupublishing.com
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SETTLEMENT APPROVED
FOR YONGE-STEELES
CORRIDOR SECONDARY
PL AN APPEAL
In a February 21 decision,
LPAT member Gregory Bishop
allowed an appeal, in part, by
Haulover Investments against
the City of Vaughan’s adoption
of its new Official Plan (2010).
Haulover is the owner of lands
located at 8100 Yonge Street,
within the Yonge-Steeles
Corridor Secondary Plan,
one of many secondary plans
contained in the new Vaughan
Official Plan.

Haulover and the City
reached a settlement of the
appeal, which modifies the
Secondary Plan to permit a
maximum 3.8 floor space index
(FSI) and 12-storey tower on
Haulover’s site. Originally, the
Secondary Plan had set a cap
of 1.5 FSI and eight storeys on
the site. City planner David
Marcucci provided affidavit
evidence in support of the
settlement.
The Tribunal allowed the
appeal, in part, and approved
the amendment to the Official
Plan.
Solicitors involved in

this decision were city
solicitor Christian Guerette
representing the City of
Vaughan and Jeffrey Streisfield
(LAND LAW) representing
Haulover Investments Ltd. [See
LPAT Case No. PL111184.]

SETTLEMENT APPROVED
FOR PICKERING
SUBDIVISION
In a February 26 decision,
LPAT member Dale Chipman
allowed an appeal, in part,
by CPC II Management Inc.
against the City of Pickering’s
failure to make a decision on

its rezoning and draft plan of
subdivision applications for
1520 Notion Road.
CPC II initially proposed
to subdivide the site into
nine lots for single-detached
dwellings. At the hearing, the
Tribunal was advised that
the proposal had been scaled
back to seven lots, with the
two southernmost lots to be
conveyed to the city to allow
for the construction of a future
bridge over the Highway 401.
Planner Mark Yarranton
(KLM Planning Partners)
provided evidence on behalf
CONTINUED PAGE
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Thomson Rogers’ busy municipal, planning and
expropriation practice is expanding.
We are looking for candidates with:
•
•
•
•
•

Two to six years’ experience in municipal, planning or expropriation law
Strong work ethic, advocacy, analytical and writing skills
Excellent academic credentials
Superior negotiation and business development abilities
A team player attitude and a desire to learn

If you are looking to further your career, we want to hear from you.
Apply in confidence with cover letter, resume and transcripts by email:

Jeff Wilker, Department Head
jwilker@thomsonrogers.com
390 Bay Street, Suite 3100 | Toronto | M5H 1W2
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of CPC II, in support of the
proposal, as amended. He
testified that the proposed
lot pattern will blend in
with the existing pattern of
development around the site.
The Tribunal adopted
Yarranton’s uncontested
evidence and allowed the
appeals, in part.
Solicitors involved in this
decision were Max Laskin
(Goodmans) representing
CPC II Management Inc.,
Mark Joblin (Loopstra Nixon)
representing City of Pickering,
and regional counsel Robert
Woon representing Durham
Region. [See LPAT Case No.
PL180300.]

SETTLEMENT APPROVED
FOR ALDERSHOT
DEVELOPMENT
In a February 26 decision,
LPAT members Chantelle
Bryson and Douglas Joyner
allowed appeals, in part, by

National Homes (Plains
Road) LP against the City of
Burlington’s failure to make
decisions on its applications for
official plan and zoning by-law
amendments for 484 and 490
Plains Road East.
National Homes initially
proposed two mid-rise
buildings containing 280
apartment units, and 117
townhouses. Amendments to
the applications resulted in a
settlement with the City on
the appeals and the proposal
now consists of two ninestorey buildings containing
277 residential condominium
units, and 110 stacked, backto-back townhouses. 998 m2 of
ground floor commercial space
is proposed.
Planner David Capper
(Glen Schnarr & Associates)
provided evidence on behalf
of National Homes, in
support of the settlement. He
described the development
as being designed to provide

a transition that places the
greatest height along Plains
Road East, with townhouses
at the interface to the adjacent
neighbourhood.
Capper testified that
the proposal is transitsupportive, as the site is
situated along a primary bus
route that connects to both
the Aldershot and Burlington
GO stations. He concluded
that the applications represent
good planning and should be
approved.
Two participants—Tom
Muir and Caroline Archer—
attended in opposition, raising
concerns about parking, traffic
safety and flow, and the height
and density of the proposal.
Based on Capper’s evidence
in support of the settlement,
the Tribunal found in favour of
the proposal and allowed the
appeals, in part.
Solicitors involved in this
decision were Ira Kagan and
Kristie Jennings (Kagan
Shastri) representing National
Homes (Plains Road) LP and
city solicitor Blake Hurley
representing the City of

Burlington. [See LPAT Case No.
PL180446.]

PEOPLE
Trillium Health

appointed to the Order

was KFL&A Public

Oro-Medonte MP in

administrative officer.

Partners president

of Ontario.

Health interim project

October 2019.

Herd replaces former

and CEO Michelle

management and

chief administrative

DiEmanuele, Public

Ann-Marie Kungl

communications

Carey Herd has been

officer Mike Galloway,

Policy Forum CEO

has been elected

lead. Kungl replaces

appointed Town

who resigned

Edward Greenspon,

City of Barrie Ward

former councillor Doug

of Caledon chief

September 13.

and former Premier

3 councillor in a by-

Shipley, who resigned

administrative officer.

of Ontario Dalton

election February

following his election

She had been serving

McGuinty have been

24. Previously, Kungl

as Barrie-Springwater-

as interim chief
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